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London Spirits Competition’s 
International Spirits Competition 

Medal Winners
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At the third annual London Spirits Competition, which took place in 
London on July 7-8, spirits from around the world participated. More than 
1,000 spirits were tasted by bartenders and spirits buyers.

Spirits were judged on the basis of three primary criteria — quality, 
value and packaging — and then scored on a 100-point scale. Spirits that 
scored 90+ points were awarded gold medals, while spirits that scored 76 
to 89 points were awarded silver medals. The primary reason for using three 
criteria rather than just one was to focus on the overall drinkability of each 
spirit. As a result, the judging panel ranked spirits not just by how they taste, 
but also their overall presentation and appearance in the bottle. In addition, 
judges assessed spirits on their relative value in relation to their peers, as 
determined by retail pricing.

Spirit Of The Year - St. Kilian Signature Edition FOUR by St. Kilian Distillers 
scoring 97 points, making it the top score inthe competition

Spirits Types
• Vodka Of The Year - G52 Botanical Vodka - Fresh Citrus by  

Glasgow Distillery 
• Rum Of The Year - Substation 41 by Pinnacle Drinks
• Tequila Of The Year - Cutwater Tequila Reposado by Cutwater Spirits 
• Gin Of The Year - Barossa Distilling Barrel Aged Gin 
• Whisky Of The Year - St. Kilian Signature Edition FOUR by Kilian Distillers 
• Distillery Of The Year - St. Kilian Distillers
• Country Category Winners
• Australia - Substation 41 by Pinnacle Drinks
• Germany - Signature Edition FOUR by St. Kilian Distillers 
• Mexico - Cutwater Tequila Reposado by Cutwater Spirits
• Denmark - Fary Lochan Single Malt Whisky by Fary Lochan Destilleri
• United States - Petoskey Stone Gin by High Five
• United Kingdom - The Whisky Baron Glenrothes by The Whisky Baron
• Ukraine - The Inked Collection Wild Cranberry by Nemiroff
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by The IWSR, www.theiwsr.com

WSWA 
“This is an important and encouraging step in the 

right direction to ending punitive retaliatory tariffs on 
E.U. wine and spirits. However, until the WTO accepts 
the proposed measure and removes the United States’ 
legal justification for tariffs on E.U. goods, our industry 
remains threatened with increased or expanded 
tariffs. It’s more important than ever to make sure the 
USTR knows how damaging these tariffs have been, 
especially when combined with the devastating 
effects of COVID-19 on the hospitality industry. WSWA 
will not stop fighting until all tariffs are lifted on our 
industry, and we hope USTR and our European trading 
partners share our urgency to come to a decision 
and end this dispute before it inflicts more harm on 
American businesses, workers and consumers.”

Industry Groups Respond 
to the Airbus Statement – 
WTO Civil Aircraft Dispute

“Better for me, better for the world” — Could this 
be the trend of the future? Younger LDA consumers are 
increasingly being drawn to beverage alcohol products 
that embody converging trends around well being, 
provenance and environmental awareness

Younger LDA consumers are increasingly being 
drawn to beverage alcohol products that successfully 
embody converging trends around well being, 
provenance and environmental awareness — a trend 
that is described by the IWSR as “Better for me, better 
for the world”.

This movement cuts across the spirits, beer 
and wine categories and is becoming particularly 
influential in developed markets, especially Australia 
and New Zealand, Western Europe and North America.

“Per capita alcohol consumption in Australia 
has been declining for many years and, as people 
drink less, they are focusing more on quality,” said 
Tommy Keeling, IWSR’s Asia-Pacific Research Director. 
“Consumers are becoming more mindful of what they 
are drinking and paying more attention to where it’s 
from, what’s in it and how it’s made.”

“Better for me, better for 
the world.” 
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